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Abstract

X-ray Peak Profile Analysis was employed to determine the evolution dislocation density and dislocations type in hot rolled

commercially pure titanium specimens. It was found that hai dislocation type is dominating the deformation mechanism at all

rolling reduction levels studied here. A good agreement was found between the texture evolution and changes in dislocation slip

system activity during the deformation process.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Titanium and titanium alloys are used in a wide

variety of aerospace, energy and biomedical applica-

tions, since they have very attractive properties, such

as high specific strength, elastic modulus and fracture

toughness. These properties are highly dependent on

the materials microstructure, i.e. texture, dislocation
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density, dislocation slip system activity. Therefore in

order to be able to predict features of the materials and

also to design materials with certain properties, a

fundamental understanding of the deformation proc-

ess in terms of microstructural parameters is critical

[1].

The microstructural details can be obtained by

using direct methods, such as transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) techniques or by indirect meth-

ods, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) or neutrons

techniques. TEM methods reveal microstructural

information over very small areas of the samples,

which in turn raise issues of how representative are
n 55 (2005) 66–74
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the TEM microstructure parameters to the micro-

structure of the entire sample. On the other hand,

XRD and neutron diffraction methods sample a large

volume of the sample, which in turn provides an

average representation of the studied material’s

microstructure. Moreover those experimental techni-

ques are complementary. However, it should be noted

that the sample preparation procedure required for

TEM studies could modify the original microstruc-

ture of the studied material.

In recent years X-ray Peak Profile Analysis has

been developed to such an extent that microstruc-

tural details, such as crystallite size distribution,

defects density and types can be extracted from

XRD pattern [2–5]. Deviations from perfect crystal-

line lattice affect the shape of the XRD lines, which

no longer consists of narrow, symmetrical, delta-

function like peaks, such as the diffraction lines

given by an ideal powder diffraction pattern. Peak

broadening is caused by crystallite smallness, lattice

defects, stress gradients and/or chemical heteroge-

neities. X-ray line broadening exhibits an anisotropic

behavior when dislocations are present in material.

The anisotropic X-ray line broadening effect can be

seen from the fact that neither the FWHM nor the

integral breadth, nor the Fourier coefficients of the

diffraction profiles are monotonic functions of the

diffraction vector or its square, i.e. g or g2,

respectively. Heterogeneous dislocations densities

such as the accumulation of excess dislocations of

one sign within dislocations walls or sub-boundaries

cause asymmetric X-ray line shape. This effect can

be interpreted in terms of local variations of lattice

parameter associated with local variation of residual

long-range internal stresses [6]. In the special cases

of single crystal or coarse-grained materials, theo-

retical models have been developed enabling the

evaluation of dislocations wall-cell arrangements by

using Line Profile Analysis [6–8]. Further more it

has been shown by Barabash et al. in [9] that by

using white-beam Laue micro-diffraction, detailed

information can be obtained about the heterogeneous

dislocation structures.

It polycrystalline material populated with dis-

locations, the anisotropic line broadening can be

taken into account by using that the dislocation

model of the mean square strain, he2g,Li, (where L

is the Fourier length [10,11] and eg is the
distortion tensor component in the direction of

the diffraction vector, g) [10]. In this model the

dislocations are assumed to have a restrictedly

random distribution within a region defined by Re,

the effective outer cut-off radius [10]. Here the

anisotropic effect can be summarized in the average

contrast factors, C, which depends on the relative

orientations of the line and Burgers vectors of

dislocations and the diffraction vector [4,11–16].

The contrast factor of dislocations is a measure of

the bvisibilityQ of dislocations in the XRD experi-

ments. Since, the contrast effect is mainly a

characteristic of dislocations, the theoretical values

of the contrast factors and those obtained from the

profile evaluation enable the determination of the

active dislocation slip system(s) in the studied

sample [12–16].

In this work, we present the evolution of the

dislocation densities and types obtained from the X-

ray peak profile analysis in commercially pure alpha-

titanium deformed by rolling at 268 8C for the

following rolling reduction levels: 40%, 60% and

80%. The dislocation densities and the average

contrast factor of dislocation for each sample were

determined by using Multiple Whole Profile (MWP)

fitting procedure [18]. As described in detail in [18]

in this procedure, the interpretation of the strain

broadening is based on the dislocation model of the

mean square strain. Here we note that from the

present evaluation procedure only the overall aver-

age of dislocations densities were obtained. The

determination of the geometrically necessary dislo-

cations density would involve measurements of the

Rocking-curves, however, this was not the goal of

the present research [17]. The X-ray Peak Profile

Analysis results show that: (I) the hai type of

dislocation predominates at all deformation levels

investigated here; (II) the percentage of hc +ai type

of dislocations are significant at the initial 40%

reduction and becomes marginal at higher reduction

rates; (III) the presence of hci type of dislocation is

minimal during the whole deformation range studied

here. It was also established that the dislocation

density slightly increases as the reduction degree

increases. Further it is shown that the changes in

Burgers Vector Population during the rolling defor-

mation are in good agreement with the texture

evolution.
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2. X-ray peak profile analysis from MWP and

methodology for determining Burgers

Vector Populations

It is well known that the Fourier coefficients of the

physical profiles can be written as a multiplication of

the Fourier coefficients corresponding to the size and

distortion effect [16]:

AL ¼ AS
LA

D
L ¼ AS

Lexp � 2p2L2g2heg;L2i
�
;

�
ð1Þ

where S and D indicate size and distortion, g is the

absolute value of the diffraction vector, he2g,Li is the

mean square strain and L is the Fourier variable. As

shown in [10,11,19] in a dislocated crystal, the mean

square strain can be written in terms of dislocation

density and the strain anisotropy, which can be taken

into account by introducing the dislocation contrast

factors, heg;L2ii qCb2
PPP

=4p
�
f gð Þ

�
, where q and b are

the density and the modulus of the Burgers vectors of

dislocations and Cb2
PPP

is the average contrast factor of

the dislocations present in the sample multiplied by

the square of the dislocations Burgers vector. f(g)-
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Fig. 1. The dislocation slip system in hexagonal cry
function is the Wilkens function, where g =L /Re and

Re is the effective outer cut-off radius of dislocations

[10].

As shown in [12–15], contrast effect of disloca-

tions depends not only on the material, but also on

the relative orientation of the diffraction vector, g,

line vector, l, and Burgers vector, b. Due to this in

the case of hexagonal crystals, the three major slip

systems, basal, prismatic and pyramidal, have to be

divided in the 11 sub-slip systems by taking into

account the different slip system types and the

dislocation character (i.e. edge or screw). These 11

sub-slip systems are illustrated in Fig. 1 and listed in

Table 1. It has been shown in earlier studies that in

the case of hexagonal crystals for a given sub-slip

system, the average contrast factor of dislocation can

be written as [15]:

C̄Chkd l ¼ C̄Chkd 0

�
1þ q1xþ q2x

2
�
; ð2Þ

where x =(2 /3)(l /ga)2, q1 and q2 are parameters

which depend on the elastic properties of the
PRISMATIC 
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stal systems considered for the present study.



Table 1

The most common slip systems in hexagonal crystals

(a) Edge dislocations

Major slip

systems

Slip

systems

Burgers

vector

Slip plane Burgers

vector types

Basal BE h2�1�10i {0001} a

Prismatic PrE h�2110i {01�10} a

PrE2 h0001i {01�10} c

PrE3 h�2113i {01�10} c +a

Pyramidal PyE h�12�10i {10�11} a

Py2E h�2113i {2�1�12} c +a

PyE3 h�2113i {11�21} c +a

PyE4 h�2113i {10�11} c +a

(b) Screw dislocations

Slip systems Burgers vector Burgers vector types

S1 h2�1�10i a

S2 h�2113i c +a

S3 h0001i c
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material, C̄hkd 0 is the average contrast factor corre-

sponding to the hkd0 type reflections, a is the lattice

constant in the basal plane, g is the diffraction vector

and l is the last index of the hkd l reflection for

which the C̄hkd l is evaluated. Eq. (2) is valid only

when it can be assumed that within a sub-slip system,

the dislocation can slip with the same probability in

all directions permitted by the hexagonal crystal

symmetry.

As it has been shown in [15] in the case of

hexagonal crystal, the measured average Cb2
PPP

mð Þ
characteristic to the examined sample can be written

as follows:

Cb2
PPP mð Þ

¼
XN
i¼1

fiC̄C
ið Þb2i ; ð3Þ

where N is the number of different activated sub-slip

systems, C̄(i) is the theoretical value of the average

contrast factor corresponding to the ith sub-slip

system and fi are the fractions of the particular sub-

slip systems by which they contribute to the broad-

ening of a specific reflection. On the left hand side of

the Eq. (3), the m superscript refers to the measurable

strain anisotropy parameter, Cb2
PPP

. For the hexagonal

crystal structure, Eq. (3) can be written for the three

fundamental Burgers vectors types defined in the
hexagonal systems: b1=1/3h2̄110i, b2= h0001i, and
b3=1/3h2̄113i:

b2Chkd l

PPPPPPP
mð Þ ¼ b21

XNhai

i¼1

fiC
ið Þ

PPP

þ b22

XNhci

j¼1

fiC
jð Þ

PPP

þ b23

XNhcþai

n¼1

fiC
nð Þ

PPP

; ð4Þ

where Nhai, Nhci and Nhc +ai are the numbers of

sub-slip systems with the Burgers vector types hai,
hci or hc +ai, respectively. The possibility of measur-

ing q1 and q2 offers three independent equations and

11 unknowns. This means that Eq. (4) can give an

exact solution only by making certain assumptions

about the activated dislocation slip systems. In the

present work it is assumed that a particular Burgers

vector type has random (or uniform) distribution in

the different slip systems. In this case Eq. (4) can be

written:

b2Chkd i

PPPPPPP
mð Þ ¼

X3
i¼1

hiC̄C
ið Þb2i ; ð5Þ

where hi is the fraction of the dislocations population

in the sample with the same Burgers vector, bi. C
ið ÞPPP

is

the averaged contrast factor over the sub-slip systems,

for the same Burgers vector type. Inserting Eq. (2)

into Eq. (5), the following three equations are

obtained:

q
mð Þ
1 ¼ 1

P

X3
i¼1

hiC̄Chkd 0
ið Þ b2i q

ið Þ
1 ; q

mð Þ
2

¼ 1

P

X3
i¼1

hiC̄Chkd 0
ið Þ b2i q

ið Þ
2 ;

X3
i¼1

hi ¼ 1; ð6Þ

where P ¼
P3

i¼1 hiC̄Chkd 0
ið Þ b2i ¼ b2Chkd 0

PPPPPPP
mð Þ and 0 V

hiV1. To solve Eq. (6), the numerically calculated

values of C̄hkd 0, q1 and q2 for all sub-slip systems are

required. The theoretical values of C̄hkd 0, q1 and q2 for

the most common sub-slip systems were published

previously in [15]. The contrast factor of dislocation

for hexagonal crystals in elastic anisotropic and

isotropic media has been treated by Kuzel and

Klimanek [12–14].

The measured values of q1 and q2 parameters were

obtained from the Multiple Whole Profile (MWP)
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fitting procedure [18]. In this procedure the Fourier-

transformed of multiple hkl reflections are fitted

simultaneously by Eq. (1). Here, throughout the q1
and q2 parameters in Eq. (2), the dislocation contrast

factor becomes a fitting parameter.
3. Experimental procedures

Titanium specimens were rolled at 268 8C to a

reduction of 40%, 60% and 80%. A Lindberg/Blue

model BF51800 electrical furnace was used to heat

the samples. In order to obtain a homogeneous

deformation, a step-size of 5% for reduction was

applied. After each pass of 5%, the sample was

immediately returned to the furnace for reheating and

again deformed to an additional reduction of 5%. The

procedure was repeated till the desired reduction level

was achieved. After the final step the samples were

cooled in air.

In order to remove the formed oxide layer before

the X-ray diffraction experiments, each sample was

chemically etched. The texture measurements were

performed using a Philips X’Pert MPD, equipped with

texture goniometer; using Cu Ka radiation, point

source, 1-mm�1-mm cross slit and 1-mm receiving

slit. Five incomplete pole figures (0002), (101̄1),

(101̄2), (112̄0) and (101̄3) were measured with step-

size of 58 and 4 s/step. The data files from Philips

were converted into raw archives, recognizable by

Preferred Orientation Package-Los Alamos (PopLA),

using PC-Texture 3.0. Orientation distribution func-

tions and complete pole figures were calculated using

the PopLA software.

The diffraction profiles necessary for the Peak

Profile Analysis were measured using an Alpha-1

Panalytical Diffractometer set up in Bragg-Brentano

geometry. Using a symmetrical incident beam Johans-

son monochromator, only the Ka1 component of Cu

radiation was used. The profile data acquisition was

done using a solid-state position-sensitive ultra-fast

detector (X’Celerator/Panalytical). In order to reduce

the instrumental effect, a divergent slit of H8 and

soller slits of 0.02 rad. were used on incident beam

path. On the diffracted beam path, 0.02 rad. soller slits

and a 5.0-mm anti-scattering slit were used. A mask of

5 mm was inserted to adjust the size of the probing X-

ray spot. For each sample the following reflections
were measured: 0002, 101̄1, 101̄2, 112̄0, 101̄0, 101̄3

and 0004. The instrumental broadening was measured

using NIST SMR660a (LaB6). As the measured

profile is a convolution of the physical with the

instrumental profile, the Stokes correction [20] based

on the Fourier transforms of the profiles was used to

determine the physical line profiles. Background and

instrumental profile correction were done with the

MKDAT program described elsewhere [18].
4. Results and discussion

In the present work the evaluation of the X-ray

diffraction profiles was carried out by using the

Multiple Whole-Profile (MWP) fitting procedure.

Here the Fourier coefficients of the measured physical

profiles are fit all at once by the product of the

theoretical functions for size (AS) and strain caused by

distortion in the crystal (AD) broadening, as shown in

Eq. (1). In this evaluation, it is assumed that the peak

broadening is caused by the smallness of the

coherently scattering domains and by strain effect

arising from the presence of dislocations. As it has

been shown in [18] for case of hexagonal crystals, the

MWP fitting procedure enables the evaluation of six

microstructure parameters: (a) the dislocation density

and arrangement parameter, q and M. M is defined by

Wilkens as the dislocation arrangement parameter in

the Wilkens function [10], the value of M gives the

strength of the dipole character of dislocations: the

higher the value of M, the weaker the dipole character

and the screening of the displacement fields of

dislocations [10]. (b) The median and the variance,

m and j, in the size part of the profiles and (c) q1 and

q2 the parameters of the dislocation contrast factors as

shown in Eq. (2). Details of the MWP method can be

found in [18]. In the present study the effect of

crystallite size was found to tend to infinity. This is

due to the fact that the coherent domain is greater than

few Am. In this case the effect of size broadening is

insignificant compared with the distortion effect.

As shown in Section 2 the presence of crystallo-

graphic texture complicates the interpretation of peak

broadening observations. In an attempt to emulate a

random polycrystalline specimen, the strongest dif-

fraction peaks from the three different faces of the

orthogonal sample were mixed to form a full



Table 2

Dislocation densities and arrangement parameter, M, obtained from

MWP evaluation for Ti samples deformed at different reduction

levels

Rolling

reduction [%]

40%

reduction

60%

reduction

80%

reduction

M 2.9 1.7 1.1

q [1/cm2] 5�1010F5% 8�1010F10% 1011F7%
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diffraction pattern and used in the MWP evaluation

[21,22]. These mixed patterns were then used in the

MWP evaluation. The results for the dislocation

densities and the arrangement parameter, M, are listed

in Table 2 for the titanium specimens deformed at

40%, 60% and 80% reduction levels. The errors of the

dislocations densities listed in the table are calculated

from the covariance matrix in the refinement. It can be

observed from Table 2 that the increment of ñ is small

in accordance with a dynamic recovery effect, where

dislocation annihilation may occur due to the high

deformation temperature. The values of M in Table 2

indicate that the dislocations in the titanium samples

studied here exhibit a weak dipole character.

The hi fractions of dislocation density with the three

Burgers vector types, hai, hci and hc +ai, are shown as
a function of deformation level in Fig. 2. The results

show that: (I) in the specimen deformed at 40% the

hc +ai and hai dislocations type are dominating the

dislocation population present in the sample; (II) at

higher deformation levels hai type is the dominant
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Fig. 2. The hi fractions of the three fundamental Burgers vector

types, hai, hci and hc +ai, as a function of rolling reduction. Note

that in the figure the solutions to Eq. (6), the hi fractions, were

transformed in percentages.
dislocation type and the presence of hc +ai dislocation
decrease; (III) at all deformation levels the fraction of

hci dislocations type is marginal. The activity of hc +ai
dislocations plays an important role in dynamic

recovery. Screw dislocations of hc +ai type can move

to the next slip planes by double cross slip followed by

dislocation annihilation. Dislocations with b= h0001i
Burgers vector are sessile, thus its presence can be seen

practically unchanged in the deformation range studied

here [23,24]. The results presented here are in good

agreement with previous works, where the hai dis-

location types are most frequently observed in

deformed Ti and hc +ai and hci types were also

reported from extensive TEM studies [23,24].

Fig. 3 illustrates the (0002) and (11–20) Bragg

reflections profiles for all deformations levels studied
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Fig. 3. The line profiles of (a) (11–20) and (b) (0002) Bragg

reflections for different deformations levels. On the x-axes K is

given by K =2sinh/k, where h is the Bragg angle and k is the

wavelength of the used radiation.
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here. The difference in broadening is due to the

difference in the dislocations types accumulated in

each sample. From Fig. 3(a) it can be observed that

the broadening of the (0002) reflections is decreasing

as the deformation increases. However, Fig. 3(b)

shows that the breadth of (11–20) reflections increases

as the deformation increases. The two figures are an

illustration of the different contrast effect due to

different types of dislocations and are an indication

that the content of dislocations with hai Burgers

vector type increases as the deformations process to

higher levels.
0001 1102

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 4. h2̄110i, h0001i and h2̄113i pole figures of alpha-titanium at a ro
In accordance with the dislocations slip directions,

hai, hci and hc +ai, (0001), (2̄110) and (2̄113) pole

figures were measured for each Ti sample studied here.

The pole figures of (0001), (2̄110) and (2̄113) at

different deformation status are illustrated in Fig. 4(a–

d). The as received material exhibits a weak texture.

Fig. 4(a) shows that h0001i directions of most of the

crystals are distributed on the plane of ND (normal

direction)–RD (rolling direction). When the sample is

rolled to a strain of 40%, h0001i directions of the

crystals move close to ND, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The

same trend is also observed in Fig. 4(c) for the sample
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Fig. 5. Evolution of intensities of components with RD//2̄110, RD//

0001 and RD//2̄113, respectively, during rolling reduction.
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rolled to a strain of 60%. In Fig. 4(d) the split from the

ND direction becomes smaller at a higher strain of

80%. Comparing with h0001i, the evolution of h2̄110i
is not so complicated. The initial distribution of h2̄110i
is random. At a strain of 40%, h2̄110i becomes oriented

along the plane of RD–TD (transversal direction). At

higher deformation rates h2̄110i become concentrated

close to RD, but 58 away. This corresponds to the split
shown in the (0001) pole figures. The (0001) pole

figures and (2̄110) pole figures verify that the hai type
of slip is dominant during the rolling process. The

(2̄113) pole figures in Fig. 4 show that the number of

crystals with h2̄113i parallel to RD decreases with the

increase of rolling strain. This is further demonstrated

in Fig. 5, which shows the evolution pattern of the

distribution density of crystals whose h0001i, h2̄110i
and h2̄113i are parallel to the RD. It can be observed

from Fig. 5 that the distribution density of the RD//

h2̄110i increases with the strain, while the RD//h2̄113i
decreases and the RD//h0001i is always close to zero.

This is in good correlation with the Burgers Vector

Population results, which show that the density of hai
type of dislocations increases, while the density of

hc +ai type of dislocations decreases and hci type

remains at very low values during the whole rolling

process.
5. Conclusions

By using Peak Profile Analysis methods the

evolution of dislocation density and the Burgers
Vector Population has been evaluated as a function

of reduction in titanium deformed by rolling at 268

8C. It was found that the hai types of dislocations are
dominating the whole deformation range studied here.

The percentage of hc +ai dislocation type is present

significantly at 40% reduction rate, but decreases as

the deformation proceeds to higher values. The

presence of hci dislocation type is minimal during

the whole deformation process. The X-ray Peak

Profile Analysis results are in good correlation with

the texture evolution studies presented here.
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